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Abstract—The encoding of HD videos faces two challenges:
requirements for a strong processing power and a large storage
space. One time-efficient solution addressing these challenges
is to use a cloud platform and to use a scalable video coding
technique to generate multiple video streams with varying bit-
rates. Packet-loss is very common during the transmission of
these video streams over the Internet and becomes another
challenge. One solution to address this challenge is to retransmit
lost video packets, but this will create end-to-end delay. Therefore,
it would be good if the problem of packet-loss can be dealt with
at the user’s side. In this paper, we present a novel system that
encodes and stores the videos using the Amazon cloud computing
platform, and recover lost video frames on user side using a
new Error Concealment (EC) technique. To efficiently utilize the
computation power of a user’s mobile device, the EC is performed
based on a multiple-thread and parallel process. The simulation
results clearly show that, on average, our proposed EC technique
outperforms the traditional Block Matching Algorithm (BMA)
and the Frame Copy (FC) techniques.
Index Terms—HD, End-to-End Delay, Error Concealment,
Block Matching, Test-Zone Search, Frame Copy
I. INTRODUCTION
THE growth of High Definition (HD) video streamingover the Internet has increased tremendously due to the
adoption of high speed fixed and mobile transmission media,
easy availability of smartphone devices at affordable prices
and high demand for access to the Internet [1]. Designing a
multimedia system over heterogeneous transmission networks
faces many challenges, related to fluctuating bandwidths,
Packet Loss Rates (PLRs) in the transmission channels and
capabilities of user’s devices. Scalable Video Coding (SVC)
is considered as one of the efficient approaches to address
these challenges [2]. Due to its popularity, Joint Video Team of
Video Coding Experts Group (JVT-VCEG) has standardized a
scalable extension of H.265/HEVC, formally known as SHVC
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[3], [4]. SHVC enables the Video Service Providers (VSPs) to
encode videos in parts, based on spatial, temporal and signal-
to-noise-ratio encoding settings. Due to its flexibility, SHVC
is considered to be an ideal approach for VSPs to provide
streaming services in real-time to mobile users who have
limited processing capabilities and fluctuating bandwidths.
Emerged cloud computing platforms facilitate the designing
of next-generation video streaming systems. A cloud platform
provides cost-effective, reliable and scalable services. Media
cloud platforms are becoming popular to provide video stream-
ing services. Recently, there have been little research exploring
how a cloud platform can be utilized efficiently for video
streaming services in [5]–[8]. To meet end-user’s demands for
real-time services, a VSP can rent cloud resources, including
storages and virtual CPUs, in order to avoid the investment
on hardware and its maintenance. Fig. 1 shows an old-
fashioned scenario, in which video streams are transmitted
from cloud servers to end-users. In this scenario, the bit-rates
(or resolution) of video streams can only be adjusted on cloud









Fig. 1. The Old Fashioned Scenario
Cloud computing schemes provide a VSP an easy way to
utilize computing and storage resources, in order to tackle
dynamic needs of mobile users. Therefore, cloud data centers
have been able to provide real-time video services in recent
years. Nowadays, many VSPs are switching their infrastructure
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to cloud platforms, such as YouTube. There are many studies
utilizing mobile cloud computing and cloud storage resources
to deal with mobile user’s needs across the globe [9], [10]. This
has happened due to the availability of public clouds, which
help VSPs to improve Quality of Service (QoS) at a lower
cost, by creating multiple agents to deal with a user’s requests
in real-time. However, in order to effectively and efficiently
use a cloud platform, we need to take into account the factors
of fluctuating wireless channels and mobility of users.
When burst errors occur in heterogeneous transmission
networks either at bit or packet levels, lost/corrupted video
frames need to be concealed. There are many solutions to
deal with and minimize the effects of transmission errors such
as error correction codes, retransmission of data and Error
Concealment (EC) techniques.
The error correction codes can be used only if the data
packet is successfully arrived with errors. These codes cannot
fix the issue of packet-loss.
Retransmission can be considered as a suitable solution
when the latency between the server and the client is small
enough, and this is possible only if both the server and the
client belong to a small local network. In the case of the
Internet with remote cloud servers, retransmission of multiple
data packets increases the end-to-end delay (cloud server
delay, transmission delay and user device delay). Therefore,
in real-time scenarios, retransmission is never considered as
an optimal solution.
Error Concealment (EC) techniques attempt to recover the
lost information using current and previously processed data.
It is true that many VSPs are using cloud platforms for
video transcoding. A cloud platform can only offer storage
and computing resources but it cannot control transmission
errors. There are three main reasons to justify the importance
of an EC scheme for a VSP to maintain/improve its Quality
of Experience (QoE). First, transmission error in the form of
packet-drop can easily bring down the reputation of any VSP.
Second, live video streaming is mostly simplex transmission
i.e., it is of one way transmission, and it does not involve
any feedback from a user device, e.g. a television. Third, an
extra server will be required to deal with user complaints and
requests for retransmissions of specific video frames. Based
on these three reasons, the importance of EC in any video
streaming/transmission scheme over unreliable networks, e.g.
the Internet, cannot be ignored.
Until now, there are very few studies for EC on scalable
video streams. Frame Copy (FC) technique is commonly used
to conceal the lost/damaged video frames [11]. FC does not
use any searching algorithm to find out motion vectors. It
replaces a missing video frame with a previously processed
video frame. However, FC technique produces high conceal-
ment errors in videos containing moving objects. Another
popular EC technique is classic Block Matching Algorithm
(BMA) [12]. BMA technique uses previously processed video
frames to conceal the missing one. Many searching algorithms,
such as Three Step Search (TSS), Four Step Search (FSS),
Adaptive Root Pattern Search (ARPS), Logarithmic Search
(LS) and Exhaustive or Full Search (FS) [13], have been
proposed to work with a BMA and find the best match in
the previously processed video frames. The most accurate
algorithm is FS. However, it is a computationally intensive
algorithm. Another recent searching algorithm is Test Zone
Search (TZS) [4]. It is a hybrid technique and is a combination
of diamond and raster searches. TZS produces the same level
of accuracies but has less computational complexity compared
to the FS. The existing EC techniques are always applied on
user’s sides, but they ignore the processing capability of user’s
devices.
In this paper, we propose a novel EC technique for SHVC-
generated video streams, encoded on a cloud platform. The
proposed EC technique conceals both Intra and Inter video
frames of HD and Ultra HD (UHD) videos lost during a
transmission. The contributions of this papers are summarized
as follows.
• The proposed EC approach does not require any alteration
in the decoder architecture. It works as a standalone
application, and is called whenever required. It does not
demand a support from the encoder, but it utilizes the
processing capability of user’s devices.
• The proposed approach involves a parallel processing
strategy. Unlike traditional parallel processing that com-
pletely process all parallel tasks, our approach terminates
the tasks based on conditional thresholds. Therefore, it
produces minimum processing load on user’s devices and
is capable to support real-time video processing.
• The proposed approach is energy efficient. Due to the
use of conditional thresholds, it does not produce a heavy
processing load, so it saves the battery backup time.
The work in this paper shows its significance because
currently there is a dearth of literature that enhances the
performance of cloud based video distribution with the aid
of client side (error concealment) techniques. The proposed
scheme targets on better quality videos at the client side, and
thus helps in providing overall a better cloud service. The
experiments show that the proposed approach produces better
visual quality of videos in terms of average Peak-Signal-to-
Noise-Ratio (PSNR) and average Structural SIMilarity (SSIM)
index.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
demonstrate the related work on multimedia management on a
cloud platform, SVC schemes and EC techniques. In Section
III, the proposed algorithm is introduced. Section IV contains
experimental set-up and results. Finally, the paper is concluded
in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
It is widely acknowledged that efficient video distribution is
a major challenge for contemporary Cloud Service Providers
(CSPs) and VSPs. Most of the literature in this area addresses
methods and techniques in the Cloud Server side and very
few have investigate the use of the Client Side techniques. In
the following subsections, we discuss multimedia management
on cloud platform, SVC to make the video streaming smooth
between a CSP and end users, and EC techniques to improve
the QoE of the cloud multimedia services.
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A. Multimedia Management
The current era is of big data, especially big video data.
Management of such data is always complex and requires
massive processing and huge storage space. A user friendly
approach to manage big video data was presented using the
Hadoop platform along with the MapReduce paradigm in [5].
Another similar approach was presented in [6] and focused
on reducing network overhead. To deal with the storage and
processing of large media databases, MapReduce was applied
along with a Java-based framework for Hadoop streaming in
[8]. Cloud platform was used to efficiently deal with video
processing in [14], [15]. All of the approaches presented in
[5], [6], [8], [14], [15] focused on the cloud side, i.e., the
server side and ignored the packet loss problems.
B. Scalable Video Coding
To deal with transmission errors, SVC has been considered
as a simple and straight-forward approach. By considering
the fluctuations in the wireless channels, an adaptive SVC-
based streaming was presented for mobile users in [16]. This
technique reduces the effect of video freezing, but does not
bring noticeable improvement in terms of visual quality. To
support the UHD video transmission using SHVC, a study
was presented in [17], which considers the need for coding
efficiency before transmission. A similar analysis on the
impact of packet loss in SVC streams during the transmission
was presented in [18]. The analysis presented in [17], [18]
helped to adjust the encoding parameters before transmission.
A new framework based on digital and analogue coding for
SVC over wireless channels was proposed in [19] to reduce
the transmission error effects. Although the performance was
good in terms of visual quality, the presented technique was
applied on low-resolution videos only.
C. Error Concealment
The EC techniques are broadly classified into three major
domains, i.e., Intra/Spatial, Inter/Temporal and Hybrid [20]. In
the inter/temporal EC techniques, Motion Vectors (MVs) play
a pivotal role in the ME process. They represent a distance
between a matching pixel or a block of matching pixels in
the current and the reference video frames [3], [4]. There
are many approaches to compute this distance, such as Sum
of Absolute Difference (SAD), Zero-mean Sum of Absolute
Difference (ZSAD), Minimum Absolute Difference (MAD)
and Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC). These distance
measures involve multiple mathematical operations, such as
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and square root
[21]. In [22], kernel-based signal reconstruction was performed
in the spatial EC domain. Although the technique was devel-
oped for Intra-coded video frames with an improved PSNR, it
was tested on simple images rather than on videos. Boundary
matching score in combination with object detection was used
to perform temporal EC in [23]. This technique produced
better results only in the presence of multiple objects. Iterative
dynamic programming was used in [24] to recover the MVs
of lost video frames in the temporal domain. This technique
worked efficiently at the cost of heavy computations. Both
error resilience and concealment were used together to support
the robust transmission of scalable encoded videos over het-
erogeneous networks in [25]. This technique produced better
quality, but it demanded a high bandwidth.
III. SCALABLE ERROR CONCEALMENT
In this section, we propose a scalable EC (SEC) scheme.
The EC scheme is based on the idea of Frame Interpolation
(FI) proposed in [26], and is motivated by the traditional BMA
and FC algorithms. FI is a pixel-level technique and is used
to insert intermediate video frames between the existing video
frames. Its purpose is to either slow down the motion of objects
or support fast frame rates. This feature is quite common in
modern displays, such as Phillips, Samsung, Sony and LG
[27]. The videos are stored on a cloud platform and encoded in
a scalable style. In an SHVC, multiple streams are generated.
One stream is known as the Base Layer (BL), while the
remaining streams are called Enhanced Layers (ELs). A BL is
always encoded in an Intra mode, while ELs are encoded in
an Inter mode [4]. A generic diagram for cloud-based scalable
video streaming is shown in Fig. 2. The encoded videos are
stored in the video storage center. Videos are encoded on
various transcoding servers, under the supervision of a pipe-
lining server. The streaming server is responsible to deal with
user’s requests for videos.
The videos are transmitted over the Internet and face
transmission errors. The transmission errors cause frame loss.
The proposed SEC technique recovers the lost video frames
in HD videos. In the lost video frames, MVs are derived
first. The process of estimating the lost MVs is known as
ME. Usually the ME process is performed on the encoder
side and consumes 40% to 80% of the encoding time [28].
In SEC, the main targets are to achieve less computational
time and improved visual quality. The less computational time
supports real-time video processing and communication and
the improved visual quality helps in maintaining the QoE.
To recover the MVs of a lost video frame in either stream,
the ME process considers two video frames at a time, i.e.,
the previous and the next video frames. The blocks in the
previous and the next video frames represent heads and tails
of the estimated MVs. A tail represents the starting point of
an MV, and the head represents the ending point as shown in
Fig. 3. The estimated MVs help in recovering the lost video
frames. In the end, the estimated video frames are further
processed by an adaptive filter to remove blurring and hair-
line effects produced during the video frame recovery process.
All these tasks are performed by our proposed SEC technique,
whenever called by an SHVC decoder as shown in Fig. 4. The
step-by-step procedure of our SEC scheme is summarized in
Subsections III-A to III-G.
A. Reference Frame Selection For Enhancement Layer
In the case of a BL video frame concealment, the steps
shown in Subsections III-B to III-G are followed. However, the
case of an EL video frame concealment is slightly different. EL



















Fig. 3. The Motion Vector
EL stream, we first need to find the master BL or the EL video
frames, on which the missing video frame is dependent on.
Care must be taken at this stage, as the input video sequences
are of HD or UHD, and are compressed significantly in the
EL streams [4]. A flag in the header of an EL video frame
indicates whether it is predicted from a BL or an EL frame.
Therefore, the first step in this phase is to find out the master
video frames for a missing video frame. The block diagram of
an SHVC decoder is shown in Fig. 5. The DEMUX extracts
the EL video frames from an incoming video stream. The Inter
Layer Processing gives us a knowledge about the dependency
of an EL video frame on the BL or the EL video frames.
In our proposed approach, we modify the decoder to extract
the information about the dependencies of EL video frames
and forward it to our SEC scheme. In the SEC scheme, the first
step is to determine whether the missing video frame is from
the BL or the EL stream. If the missing video frame belongs to
the BL stream, then steps from Subsections III-B to III-G are
followed. If the missing video frame belongs to the EL stream,
the information received from the decoder is utilized to find the
master or reference video frames for the missing video frame.
If the master video frame is from the BL stream, then only one
video frame will be involved. In that case, the SEC scheme
follows the steps from Subsections III-B to III-G. If the master
video frame is from the EL stream, then it means that more
than one master frames are involved. Usually, the SEC scheme
keeps copies of at least three previously processed EL video
frames. The SEC scheme first finds the master video frames
of the three previously processed EL video frames. Once the
master video frames are found, The SEC scheme computes
an average of intensities in those master video frames. This
computed average is used to produce a master video frame for
the missing EL video frame, as shown in Fig. 6.
B. Block Size Selection
During this phase, the SEC scheme first divides every video
frame into n blocks of equal size. In our experiments, a block
size of 16 × 16 is selected. The main reason to choose this
block size is to make the SEC scheme compatible with prior
standards where the maximum supported block size is 16×16
[29].





































































Fig. 6. Master Frame Referencing
and decoding, as it is always done to speed up the com-
putations drastically. When the Motion Estimation (ME) is
applied on the blocks of a video frame, it can be done in
parallel by generating multiple threads. These threads can
be generated using any appropriate underlying thread library,
such as pthreads (C/C++), java.lang.Thread (JAVA/Andorid)
or Windows Threads, and assigned to different blocks in the
video frame to process them simultaneously.
In the SEC scheme, the Input Video (IV) stream is processed
on frame by frame basis rather than as a group of video
frames. The SEC scheme always keeps copies of the recently
processed video frames. If frame N of a video is lost during a
transmission, it is immediately notified through the sequence
numbers stored in the header of other video frames previously
received. The SEC scheme brings back the (N − 1)th video
frame and waits for the (N + 1)th video frame to arrive.
Once the (N + 1)th video frame arrives, the concealment
procedure starts immediately by partitioning the (N + 1)th
video frame into blocks of size 16× 16. The (N + 1)th video
frame is considered as the current video frame and its blocks
are denoted as Input Blocks (IBs), while the (N − 1)th video
frame is considered as the reference video frame and its blocks
are denoted as Reference Blocks (RBs).
C. Construction of Searching Windows for Block Matching
In this phase, for each input block of size 16 × 16, a
searching window (SW) of size 64 × 64 is constructed in
the reference video frame in such a way that the location of
the input block is located in the middle of the corresponding
searching window. All SWs have the same size. In determining
the size of SWs, we assume that the motion in the consecutive
video frames is not very fast. Therefore, we set the size of an
SW to be four times (i.e., 64× 64) of the size of an IB [29].
D. Searching Patterns
In this phase, a process to find the best match through
searching is performed between the current and the reference
video frames. This process works on the block level. The best
match for blocks in the current video frame is searched in the
reference video frame.
In the SEC scheme, TZS is modified. By default, TZS starts
with an 8-point Diamond Search (DS). After finding a best
match, it still goes further for three more rounds. In the SEC
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scheme, a 16-point DS is proposed to cover a bigger area
without the three extra rounds. The modified TZS works under
the assumption of slow and linear motion in the consecutive
video frames. Secondly, the searching pace is changed from
two pixels of TZS to one pixel in this paper in the searching
direction, in order to better detect the minor changes. Thirdly,
the searching process is performed in parallel using multiple
threads in all the blocks within the searching window.
In the SEC scheme, multiple Working Threads (WTs) are
generated during the ME process and are assigned to each IB.
Each WT processes one row of the IB. The size of each IB
is 16 × 16, so 16 WTs are assigned to each IB. To further
speed up the searching process, an adaptive threshold is set
to terminate the DS process. It changes every time when a
new searching process triggers. Each RB is defined as a block
inside searching window, and the sizes of RBs and IBs are
the same. In the beginning, a random but a small value is
set as a termination threshold. The matching process is based
on one pixel movement. If the best match is found and the
distance (i.e., the SAD value) is lower than the termination
threshold, the searching process immediately terminates. If the
best match is found and the distance is equal to or higher
than the termination threshold, the searching process continues
with the raster search to find an optimum match. The distance
between an IB and the optimum match is used as a termination
threshold for the searching process of next IB.
E. Motion Vector Estimation
During the searching patterns phase, SAD is calculated for
each pixel, and then compared with the termination threshold.
There are three possible scenarios. Firstly, if the computed
SAD is greater than the termination threshold in three unit
steps (i.e., three pixel paces), the searching process leaves that
row of pixels by assuming that there is no match in this row.
Secondly, if the computed SAD is equal to the termination
threshold, the searching process continues to find a better
match up to three unit steps. Thirdly, if the computed SAD
is less than the termination threshold, the searching process
stops immediately. This process is repeated for all the possible
locations in the targeted SW. This process may produce more
than one better match, thus creating a set of best matches.
Next, the (X-Y ) coordinates of the pixels representing the best
matches are obtained. The (X-Y ) coordinates in the reference
and the current video frames represent the tail and the head
of the desired MVs, respectively. In the end, another search is
performed to find an MV having a minimum length from the
set of the estimated MVs. The MV with the minimum length
is used to represent the motion of a block of pixels from the
reference to the current video frames. This process is known
as Forward Motion Estimation (FME) and the MVs estimated
in this process are known as Forward Motion Vectors (FMVs).
The same process is repeated from Subsections III-B to III-E
by transforming the (N +1)th and the (N−1)th video frames
as the reference and the current video frames, respectively.
This process is known as Backward Motion Estimation (BME)
and the MVs estimated in this process are known as Backward
Motion Vectors (BMVs).
F. Frame Interpolation
Let frame N be the frame to be concealed, Fi represents
the ith frame and Fi(x, y) represent the intensity at pixel
location (x, y) of Fi (i = 1, 2, · · · ), and D represent the image
domain. Then, the intensity values are initialized using the
simple interpolation algorithm in Eq. 1 [30].
FN (x, y) = 0.5FN−1(x, y) + 0.5FN+1(x, y), (x, y) ∈ D (1)
Let Vx,y represent the MV of the block containing (x, y),
and (xb, yb) and (xf , yf ) represent the tail and the head of the
MV respectively. Then, it is obvious that
(xb, yb) = (x, y)− 0.5Vx,y,
(xf , yf ) = (x, y) + 0.5Vx,y.
(2)
Then, the intensity value at pixel location (x, y) of the
missing video frame (i.e., frame N ) is updated using a
modified interpolation algorithm, taking into account the block
MV, as Eq. 3
FN (x, y) = 0.5FN−1(xb, yb) + 0.5FN+1(xf , yf ), (3)
when both (xb, yb) and (xf , yf ) are in D.
G. Adaptive Filtering
Thin black-lines commonly appear in block-based ap-
proaches. The Arithmetic Mean Filter (AMF) [26] that is
averaging pixel values in each pixel’s neighborhood can be
used to suppress this problem of thin black-lines, but it will
also have blurring effects at image contours and edges. To
propose a method that can smooth the mis-concealed pixel
values while keeping the sharpness of edges and contours, an
Adaptive Filter (AF) is applied and computed at each pixel
location (x, y) by
AF (x, y) =
{
CPAMF (x, y), if ∆1 −∆(1) > Th
CP (x, y), otherwise
(4)
where AF (x, y) is the output pixel value at (x, y) generated
by an AF, CP (x, y) is the concealed pixel at (x, y) computed
by Eq. 3, CPAMF (x, y) is the pixel value at (x, y) concealed
using AMF, ∆1 is the cumulatively weighted distance (CWD)
allocated to the central pixel of a filtering window, and ∆(1) is
the smallest CWD within the window, and Th ) is a threshold
value. Detailed description of ∆1 and ∆(1) and the selection
of Th value can be referred to [31]. Algorithm 1 summarizes
the entire SEC scheme detailed above in this section.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
A. Experimental Setting
Test video sequences are chosen from an SHVC standard
documentation [32]. Six test video sequences are used for
simulation purpose in our experiments. Details of the test
video sequences, such as resolution, total number of frames
and frame rate, are listed in Table I.
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Algorithm 1 Scalable Error Concealment
1: procedure SCALABLE–ERROR–CONCEALMENT
2: IV: Input Video, IB: Input Block, SW: Search Win-
dow, RB: Reference Block
3: for Missing FN ∈ IV do
4: if FN ∈ BL then
5: goto Concealment
6: else












19: Conceal FN using Eq. 3
20: end while
21: FME:
22: while IB ⊂ FN−1 do
23: Construct SW in FN+1
24: for RB ⊂ SW do
25: Generate Working Threads (WTs)
26: Perform Mapping between IB and RB Using WTs




31: while IB ⊂ FN+1 do
32: Construct SW in FN−1
33: for RB ⊂ SW do
34: Generate WTs
35: Perform Mapping between IB and RB Using WTs




40: while True do
41: Generate WTs
42: Apply Adaptive Filter on Concealed FN Using WTs
43: end while
Encoding details, such as quantization parameters (QPs)
used during the encoding process and the bit-rates obtained
at the end of the encoding process, are tabulated in Table II.
The QPs regulate how much detail within a frame is saved. The
bit-rate means the number of bits that make up a section of a
video per unit of time, i.e., a bit-rate of 1kbs means that every
second of video is represented by 1 thousand bits. In SHVC
encoding, QP values always come in pairs. In a QP pair, first
value is used to encode BL and second value is used to encode
EL. QP pairs are chosen according to the SHVC standard
Sequence Resolution Total Numberof Frames Frame Rate
PeopleOnstreet 2560× 1600 150 30
BasketballDrive 1920× 1080 500 50
BQTerrace 1920× 1080 600 60
Cactus 1920× 1080 500 50
Kimono 1920× 1080 240 24
ParkScene 1920× 1080 240 24
TABLE I. Test Video Sequences
documentation [32]. The test videos are encoded using the
standard settings of SHVC in an Unsliced mode. Group of
Pictures (GoP) is set to 1 because of the Intra coding mode
[32].
Sequences QP Pairs
(20,22) (24,26) (28,30) (32,34) (36,38)
PeopleOnStreet 152.799 711.312 505.382 319.452 205.801
BasketballDrive 102.077 412.136 214.05 129.638 805.679
BQTerrace 191.936 123.574 675.929 406.758 249.337
Cactus 156.169 744.634 412.003 250.373 151.744
Kimono 234.06 135.395 861.646 561.255 357.66
ParkScene 646.129 394.476 235.31 137.842 775.943
TABLE II. QP Pairs and Video Sequences’ Bitrates
Hardware
CPU: Intel CoreTM i5-4590
CPU @ 3.30 GHz
RAM: 16 GB
Software SHVC Codec SHM-10.0-DevMatlab R2015b
Video Format 4:2:0
QP 20 to 38
PLR 1%, 3%, 5%
Methods FC, BMA, Proposed technique
TABLE III. Simulation Environment
Details of the experimental platform are summarized in
Table III. The experiments and performance evaluations of
the SEC scheme are conducted using SHM-Dev 10.0 [33] and
Matlab R2015a. To simulate packet-losses, H.265 RTP loss
model proposed in [34] is adopted. In our experiments, we
selected PLRs of 1%, 3% and 5%. For comparison purposes,
we also implemented the FC [11] and the BMA [12] tech-
niques under the same experimental settings.
The test videos are encoded in the cloud environment,
provided by Matlab. Current version of Matlab offers Amazon
EC2 cloud facility and programmers can easily use built-in
functions to perform cloud-based computing [35]. In our ex-
periments, the Amazon cluster consists of 20 virtual machines
of type medium, having 2 virtual CPUs and 16GB RAM.
SHVC encoder is executed on one virtual machine of type
medium. The maximum size of a heap is set to 8GB.
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FC 24.46 24.88 25.76 25.98 26.22 26.56 25.34 25.43 24.21
BMA-FS 30.03 29.89 30.11 28.78 28.88 27.38 28.55 29.94 30.37
Proposed-TZS 35.46 34.33 35.73 34.59 34.85 35.63 35.41 35.36 34.71
BasketballDrive
FC 24.22 24.97 24.59 25.27 25.42 26.79 26.28 25.96 25.78
BMA-FS 30.49 30.66 31.42 31.93 29.72 29.65 30.62 31.95 30.66
Proposed-TZS 35.83 35.66 36.49 36.68 34.19 34.35 35.07 36.69 35.82
BQTerrace
FC 25.88 25.94 26.3 27.17 26.68 26.49 26.53 26.31 26.39
BMA-FS 29.4 30.07 29.11 26.82 27 27.91 28.11 28.54 28.51
Proposed-TZS 34.19 34.72 32.5 31.42 31.54 31.77 32.81 33.13 32.14
Cactus
FC 22 21.6 21.11 21.2 20.91 20.16 21.6 21.26 20.64
BMA-FS 26.71 26.87 27.36 25.94 26.18 26.31 26.32 26.53 26.84
Proposed-TZS 29.14 29.46 29.93 28.52 28.75 28.96 28.83 29.11 29.44
Kimono
FC 23.06 23.11 23.36 22.51 22.19 22.86 22.79 22.65 23.11
BMA-FS 25.65 25.77 26.33 25.27 25.64 25.39 25.46 25.71 25.86
Proposed-TZS 28.42 28.58 29.07 28.07 28.52 28.13 28.25 28.55 28.6
ParkScene
FC 25.47 25.94 26.63 24.9 24.59 25.29 26.66 26.17 25.58
BMA-FS 28.57 29.39 29.99 30.72 30.69 30.22 29.09 29.77 30.51
Proposed-TZS 34.66 35.93 35.62 36.41 36.89 35.69 35.16 34.7 35.44
TABLE IV. Average PSNR for Test Video Sequences




















FC 0.9076 0.9077 0.9096 0.9078 0.9000 0.9009 0.9087 0.9032 0.9088
BMA-FS 0.8917 0.8916 0.8996 0.8960 0.8958 0.8915 0.8983 0.8944 0.8959
Proposed-TZS 0.9189 0.9123 0.9156 0.9152 0.9178 0.9139 0.9167 0.9137 0.9184
BasketballDrive
FC 0.9045 0.9053 0.9071 0.9081 0.9017 0.9026 0.9083 0.9040 0.9007
BMA-FS 0.8992 0.8909 0.8937 0.8938 0.8904 0.8945 0.8911 0.8954 0.8947
Proposed-TZS 0.9169 0.9112 0.9183 0.9110 0.9196 0.9124 0.9196 0.9147 0.9188
BQTerrace
FC 0.9036 0.9057 0.9092 0.9090 0.9004 0.9036 0.9037 0.9098 0.9001
BMA-FS 0.8944 0.8951 0.8913 0.8955 0.8919 0.8948 0.8954 0.8997 0.8928
Proposed-TZS 0.9136 0.9164 0.9187 0.9197 0.9160 0.9188 0.9134 0.9147 0.9152
Cactus
FC 0.9071 0.9065 0.9082 0.9017 0.9006 0.9073 0.9025 0.9027 0.9083
BMA-FS 0.8917 0.8946 0.8936 0.8928 0.8961 0.8983 0.8990 0.8963 0.8999
Proposed-TZS 0.9165 0.9133 0.9138 0.9195 0.9199 0.9140 0.9138 0.9138 0.9175
Kimono
FC 0.9015 0.9060 0.9021 0.9046 0.9099 0.9042 0.9092 0.9082 0.9086
BMA-FS 0.8916 0.8910 0.8934 0.8998 0.8988 0.8936 0.8961 0.8908 0.8945
Proposed-TZS 0.9137 0.9154 0.9165 0.9185 0.9163 0.9132 0.9186 0.9152 0.9142
ParkScene
FC 0.9093 0.9080 0.9098 0.9090 0.9070 0.9081 0.9086 0.9003 0.9004
BMA-FS 0.8940 0.8927 0.8962 0.8942 0.8931 0.8962 0.8933 0.8925 0.8950
Proposed-TZS 0.9102 0.9115 0.9172 0.9198 0.9142 0.9142 0.9167 0.9154 0.9137
TABLE V. Average SSIM for Test Video Sequences
B. Experimental Results
The simulation results in terms of average PSNRs under
different QPs and PLRs, are shown in Table IV. To calculate
the average PSNRs, Mean Square Error (MSE) metric is
used. The test video sequences contain different types of
motions, such as moving objects with a static camera, a
moving camera with static objects and a moving camera with
moving objects. It is shown clearly in Table IV that the SEC
scheme outperforms the FC in terms of the average PSNRs
by approximately 5dB to 8.5dB under a 1% PLR, 4.5dB to
7.5dB under a 3% PLR and 6.5dB to 9.5dB under a 5% PLR.
In comparison with the BMA, the SEC scheme outperforms in
terms of the average PSNRs by approximately 3.5dB to 5.5dB
under a 1% PLR, 3.7dB to 4.6dB under a 3% PLR and 2.5dB
to 4.5dB under a 5% PLR.
The average SSIM index values under different QPs and
PLRs are tabulated in Table V. The SSIM index is calculated
for FC, BMA and SEC schemes. As shown in Table V, on
average, BMA produces the least amount of index values due
to the presence of blurred lines in the outputs of the BMA.
On average, SEC scheme shows consistent performance and
produces better index values as compared to both FC and
BMA under the same values of QPs and PLRs.
The average computational times under different QPs and
PLRs for the SEC, TZS and BMA schemes are tabulated in
Table VI. As shown in Table VI, on average, the SEC scheme
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BMA-FS 88.63 90.39 98.93 160.77 152.97 120.66 140.62 130.32 120.72
BMA-TZS 75.83 77.31 76.86 135.83 129.49 102.76 115.72 105.85 100.82
Proposed-TZS 0.2103 0.2111 0.2103 0.2333 0.2119 0.2003 0.2321 0.2121 0.2133
BasketballDrive
BMA-FS 83.55 85.87 80.22 148.29 135.62 105.53 115.83 110.39 90.29
BMA-TZS 61.77 66.66 62.37 129.34 107.75 77.26 90.91 88.55 70.73
Proposed-TZS 0.2072 0.2122 0.2999 0.2243 0.2191 0.2133 0.2121 0.2201 0.2103
BQTerrace
BMA-FS 77.46 82.88 78.21 146.26 132.69 93.67 111.86 107.79 85.94
BMA-TZS 60.63 64.87 61.22 114.48 103.86 73.32 87.55 84.37 67.27
Proposed-TZS 0.2108 0.211 0.209 0.2113 0.2096 0.2115 0.211 0.2106 0.2103
Cactus
BMA-FS 99.14 99.14 89.65 125.6 115.07 61.72 112.37 107.1 75.68
BMA-TZS 77.59 77.59 70.17 98.31 90.01 48.31 87.95 83.83 59.24
Proposed-TZS 0.2123 0.2123 0.2068 0.2084 0.2091 0.2109 0.2103 0.2107 0.2089
Kimono
BMA-FS 82.52 86.15 82.52 146.78 158.18 101.6 114.65 122.17 92.06
BMA-TZS 64.59 67.43 64.59 114.89 123.81 79.53 89.74 95.63 72.06
Proposed-TZS 0.2121 0.2173 0.2121 0.2143 0.2114 0.2097 0.2132 0.2143 0.2109
ParkScene
BMA-FS 84.88 85.01 83.39 147.33 155.23 110.43 109.23 125.88 100.52
BMA-TZS 62.73 63.11 64.84 139.66 119.7 80.39 91.88 93.06 70.56
Proposed-TZS 0.2109 0.2045 0.2111 0.2211 0.2009 0.2056 0.2101 0.2078 0.2177
TABLE VI. Average Computational Time (Minutes) of Test Video Sequences
requires approximately 99.75% to 99.76% less time under a
1% PLR, 99.76% to 99.85% less time under a 3% PLR and
99.75% to 99.82% less time under a 5% PLR, compared to
the original TZS and the BMA approaches. Hence, the SEC
scheme performs better in terms of both the average PSNRs
and the computational times. The computational time remains
a major target in the SEC scheme, as the main motive is
to support the real-time processing of SHVC video streams.
We cannot expect high computational power and unlimited
memory at an end-user’s mobile device. Delays are always
critical in real-time applications, so light-weight processing
and requirement for less hardware resources are recommended.
For a visual comparison, we randomly select three different
video sequences from the test videos dataset. The visual results
of the referenced and the SEC schemes are depicted in Fig. 7
under different QPs and PLRs. In Fig. 7, first column (from
left to right) represents the original video frame lost during a
transmission and second, third and fourth columns represent
the outputs of the FC, the BMA and the SEC schemes,
respectively. The sample images are taken from the test video
sequences, having different types of motions and are encoded
with different QPs. The first sample is taken from the video
sequence BQTerrace with QP pair (20, 22), the second one is
taken from the video sequence Cactus with QP pair (28, 30)
and the third one is taken from the video sequence Kimono
with QP pair (36, 38). These comparisons show clearly that
there is not much visible difference between the original
video frame and the outputs of the FC and the SEC schemes.
However, blurred lines are quite visible in the outputs of the
BMA technique. In the consecutive video frames, the motion
of objects is usually slow and the FC does not show noticeable
differences. However, in the experiments with higher PLRs,
visible fluctuations and video freezing effects are experienced
when the FC technique is applied. Because of their large sizes,
the videos showing the effects are not possible to be uploaded
in this paper to show the effects of errors, so we have included
only the specific video frames instead.
The average PSNRs and the average computational times,
under different QP pairs, of the three video sequences are
plotted in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. Begin from the left,
the three columns in the sequential order, represent 1%, 3%
and 5% PLRs, respectively. It is clear, in both figures, that the
SEC scheme outperforms both FC and the BMA techniques
in terms of average PSNRs and computational times. The
significantly smaller computational times of the proposed SEC
proves its suitability for real-time processing of SHVC video
streams.
Our results in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 demonstrate that, by
applying the proposed SEC scheme, we can greatly enhance
the QoE of the users. The subjective gains are shown in Fig.
7 and the objective gains are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 in
terms of PSNRs and computational costs using the proposed
SEC scheme. They demonstrate that the SEC scheme not
only achieves much better quality but also has much lower
computational costs.
C. Computational Complexity
The execution time of the proposed SEC scheme is much
less than the standard classic BMA technique. It is demon-
strated, in Table V and Fig 9, that our proposed SEC scheme
achieves approximately several hundred times faster speed
than the standard BMA technique. Note that the values quoted
demonstrate only the ‘relative’ reduction in terms of computa-
tion costs. The experiments are performed on a computer using
Matlab, and not on a DSP/DIP processor using C or other
hardware languages. In real applications with optimization,
the computational costs can be in micro or nano seconds
and the information of implementing the video algorithms
on a hardware kit with timing details can be found in [36],
[37]. Therefore, from the mobile devices point of view, the
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(a) BQTerrace Original (b) BQTerrace FC (c) BQTerrace BMA (d) BQTerrace Proposed
(e) Cactus Original (f) Cactus FC (g) Cactus BMA (h) Cactus Proposed
(i) Kimono Original (j) Kimono FC (k) Kimono BMA (l) Kimono Proposed
Fig. 7. Visual Comparison
overhead caused by the computational costs is imperceptible
as the proposed scheme just involves implementing a motion
estimation algorithm and an adaptive filter when it receives
an alert for a missing video frame. Modern mobile devices
are easily able to encode and decode videos at a speed up to
60fps, so adoption of the proposed scheme is not an issue for
them at all. It will be our future work to provide those details
of implementing this proposed scheme (whose concepts are
proved and verified by the experiments in this paper) on an
embedded kit and code in a low level programming language
such as C.
Let m × m be the block size in the SEC scheme. Then,
the time complexity of SAD is O(m2), as stated in [38],
[39]. Note that, in a BMA based on FS or TZS. TZS is a
combination of a diamond search and a raster search. The
raster search goes through every pixel. Furthermore, each pixel
in an RB is searched and the RB and the IB have the same size.
Therefore, in the worst case, the computational complexity of
raster search is m2, and the computation complexity of BMA
is O(m2 ×m2), i.e., O(m4).
On the other hand, in the SEC scheme, the search does not
go till the end of an RB. The search ends in the first few
steps once the nearest match is found, so the computational
complexity of the searching process in the SEC scheme is
O(p), where p represents the total number of unit steps and
p < m2.Furthermore, the matching process based on SAD in
the SEC scheme is performed in parallel in rows using multiple
threads, so the the time complexity of performing SAD in the
SEC is O(m). Therefore, the computation complexity of SEC
is O(p×m).
V. CONCLUSION
On-demand and self-service features of cloud computing
provide a facility to a VSP to reduce costs of hardware
installation and maintenance. In this paper, we have studied
problems of big video data processing, storage and quality of
transmitted videos. We have proposed a scheme, in which HD
























































































































































































(i) Kimono 5% PLR
Fig. 8. PSNR Comparison
stored at cloud servers, formally known as media clouds. The
video streaming can be either live or stored-file-based from a
cloud platform. To face the challenge of maintained quality
of transmitted videos, we have also proposed a fast and an
efficient SEC scheme for scalable video streams. The SEC
scheme uses a multi-threading concept to perform multiple
computations in parallel to save the computational time. We
have evaluated the SEC scheme and demonstrated it better
performances in terms of both average computational times
and PSNRs. In the experiments, we have used HD and UHD
videos with different types of motions. The great reduction
in the average computational time by the SEC scheme proves
that it can be applied to low power end-user mobile devices.
Regarding future works, we shall use the simulation results
produced in this paper to perform further enhancements in the
SEC scheme. Moreover, we shall use 4k and 8k videos to
evaluate the performance of the SEC scheme.
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